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ABSTRACT 

In August 1978 much of the Australian long-distance 
telecommunications network suffered from severe and 
sustained overloading. This situation was caused by 
selective industrial action by technical maintenance 
staff which resulted in faulty equipment not being 
repaired . As a consequence, the number of circuits 
available to carry traffic steadily reduced. To 
compound matters, in some areas malfunctions of charging 
equipment enabled long distance calls to be obtained 
for the price of a unit-fee call, causing a marked 
traffic stimulus. Measurements taken at the time 
revealed an immense increase in trunk call failures due 
to congestion, switching equipment malfunctions and 
abandonment. Some interesting assessments of customer 
reaction and adaptation to the situation are reported. 
The paper concludes by specifying several design and 
planning strategies which could assist in reducing the 
vulnerability of long distance networks to failures and 
overload. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

Although Australia is a very large country in terms of 
area (see Fig. 1), there are less than ten cities whose 
population exceeds a quarter of a million persons. With 
the exception of the national capital, Canberra, the 
largest centres of population are all situated close to 
the coast. On the other hand, the inner part of the 
continent is dotted with numerous small centres of 
population. At the other end of the scale are many 
thousands of families living on isolated rural properties 
or at embryonic mining sites often situated a hundred 
kilometres, or more, from the nearest town. With this 
population distribution it is a costly, complex ongoing 
operation to provide satisfactory support services (eg 
transport, education, social welfare and communications) 
to adequately cater for the e~pectations of the nation's 
14.5 million people. 

This is the environment in which Telecom Australia has 
the charter to provide, maintain and operate the national 
telecommuncations system, embracing telephone, telex, 
data, facsimile and the public telegram service. In 
addition, Telecom Australia is the national carrier for 
broadcast radio and television, and operates a network 
of broadcast radio and television transmitters under 
contract to the Postal and Telecommunication Department 
for use by the Australian Broadcasting Commission. 

Whilst the dominating feature of this telecommunications 
network is its immense length, the transmission paths 
range from high capacity broadband systems connecting 
the larger centres of population, through to aerial 
pole routes, sometimes carrying a single wire, in 
outback areas, and the telephone exchanges vary from 
small manually operated facilities to present - generation 
SPC switching machines. 

As experts in telecommunications, particularly in 
traffic engineering, delegates at this Congress are 
especially well informed about the operation and 
performance of networks under normal conditions. An 
extensive foundation of teletraffic theory, combined 
with practical experience, and a disciplined approach 
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FIG . 1 AUSTRALIA COMPARED WITH PART OF EUROPE 

to measurement and forecasting embracing definable 
limits of statistical confidence in the results, permits 
national and international networks to operate ,at 
satisfactory grades-of-service for most of the time. 

On the other hand, we fully realise that each part of a 
telecommunications system is vulnerable in at least 
one, and usually a multiplicity of ways. To the best 
of their ability, equipment designers and planning 
engineers make due allowance for vulnerability consider
ations. Coupled with the normally meticulous arrangements 
for installation, commissioning tests, operation and 
maintenance the nett result aimed for and achieved is: 

satisfactory service quality for the users 

high reliability 

low per-unit maintenance costs. 

\~hi 1st natural disasters or man caused disruptions 
quite frequently disable telecommunications facilities, 
the effects are usually quite localised and often of 
relatively brief duration. 

In August 1978, an unprecedented disruption occurred to 
the Australian telecommunications network. It was 
neither localised nor short-lived. In this paper we 
report the main facts which would be of special interest 
to teletraffjc engineers. We do this in the hope that 
the information may serve to supplement the somewhat 

. meagre store of knowledge concerning customer behaviour 
when along d is ta nce n'e two rk is seve re 1 y conges ted 
for a protracted period. 
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SPECIAL TERMINOLOGY 

Effective Calls 

The proportion of calls received at an exchange which 
are answered by the called subscriber. 

Plant Congestion (or Call Blocking) 

The ratio of the number of call attempts that were 
unsuccessful (owing to the unavailability of suitable 
connecting paths) to the total number of call attempts 
during the same period of time. 

Route Congestion 

The proportion of calls offered to a traffic route 
which could not obtain a free outgoing circuit. 

Sw itch i ng Loss 

The proportion of calls, in a network, or part of it, 
which are unsuccessful due to faulty performance of the 
switching equipment. 

Trunk Ca 11 

A call which is charged at more than the unit-fee rate. 

THE CAUSE OF THE CRISIS 

At the beginning of August in 1978 the Union whose 
members comprise the majority of the workforce responsible 
for the installation, operation and maintenance of 
Telecom Australia's switching and transmission system, 
embar ~ed on a campaign of selective industrial action. 
The key issue in the dispute concerned Telecom Australia's 
intention to use a centralised approach to the operation 
and, maintenance of SPC local exchanges, as described in 
Ref : 1. .' As a result of the industrial action: 

1. ,Fau.l'ts which developed in charging equipment at 
iel~phone and telex exchanges were not repaired. * 

2. ' 

3. 

4. 

5. 

* 

I 

The 'puls,e generating equipment could not be modified. 

c,~taJn maintenance and repair tasks normally 
perf.ormed at trunk exchanges, were not carried 
out'., 

I 

Key items of long distance transmission equipment, 
including power supplies, were not maintained. 

Telex and data services for business subscribers, 
including Telecom Australia itself were not 
installed or maintained. (Note: emergency services 
were exempted from this ban). 

Each telephone and telex subscriber has an indiv
idual meter. A local area telephone call causes 
one meter registration. On both national and 
international long distance calls dialled by the 
subscriber (ie STD and ISD), the meter registers 
once per unit of time, depending on the distance 
between the calling and called parties. For these 
long distance calls, the meter pulses are generated 
at the trunk charging centres and are transmitted 
back through the network to the calling subscriber's 
meter. At crossbar trunk exchanges the pulse 
generators are of electro-mechanical type and are 
always duplicated. A comparitor brings up an 
alarm if there is any discrepancy in the number of 
pulses received per unit of time from the two 
sources. If the alarm is not attended to the 
comparator disables both pulse generators, in 
order to obviate the risk of overcharging. As a 
result, customers would be able to make long 
distance calls for the price of one local area 
call. 
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THE SITUATION WHICH DEVELOPED 

This Section traces the effects on the telecommunications 
system of the refusal by Union members to carry out 
their normal duties. It will be revealed that an 
immense degradation of congestion and switching loss 
occurred, and it is therefore interesting to examine 
some quantitative indicators of customer behaviour and 
reaction. ' 

Aspects which are treated below include the impact on: 

Availability and performance of switching machines 
and transmission paths 

Call attempt levels 

Trunk traffic levels - intensity, volume and daily 
profiles 

Levels of congestion and switching loss 

Effective STD call rate 

Also dealt with are: 

Customer adaptation, including the transfer of 
potential traffic to alternative media 

Customer reaction 

The subsequent restoration of the network 

Failure of Trunk Charging Equipment 

On 4 August, just a few days after the application of 
the bans an alarm came up indicating a possible malfunction 
of the pulse generating equipment at the key trunk 
switching exchange in one of the capital cities (Perth). 
As the alarm condition was not attended to, the pulse 
generators were automatically disabled and for the next 
25 days all customers in that city and its surrounding 
urban and rural area could obtain long distance STD 
calls for the normal price of a local area call. 

With the passage of time the same situation developed 
at many other trunk charging exchanges across the 
nation. However, in some cities there is more than one 
trunk charging exchange and if the charging equipment 
at one exchange had failed, but not at the others, then 
subscribers were not in a position to know whether 
their call was being properly charged or not. However, 
if a customer was call ing from an STD publ ic telephone 
he would soon know whether a trunk call could be obtained 
for unit fee. 

Traffic Stimulation 

In each of these situations it became known through the 
media and word of . mouth that STD calls . were not being 
charged properly. The public very soon took advantage 
and there was a steep increase in the number of STD 
calls. For ~xample, conversation traffic (measured in 
erlang-hours on integrating meters-Ref. 2) originated 
by Perth users to Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney etc. 
climbed 75% in the day time and 245% in the night time 
(110% overall) compared with traffic in the previous 
week. See Fig. 2 . 

Since August is not normally the busy period of the 
year for traffic in Australia, it can be assumed that 
most parts of the network had some spare traffic carrying 
capacity at the beginning of August. It is therefore 
presumed that initially the number of successful calls 
rose in direct relation to the number of call attempts. 

It was apparent with the normal economic constraint 
removed that many calls were of longer duration than 
normal. Whilst this generalisation appl ied to social 
calls whether made from publ ic telephones, a residence, 
or place of business, it is not thought that holding 
times of business calls changed significantly at this 
stage. 
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FIG. 2 INTERSTATE STD TRAFFIC ORIGII~ATED FROt1 PERTH 

Grade of Service Deterioration 

Aural observation of live traffic (service assessment) 
is normally performed in Australia on each week day 
throughout the year on a sample of local, STD and ISD 
calls (Ref. 3). A marked change in the percentage 
of calls encountering plant congestion was soon detected 
by the service assessment operators, and the grade of 
service continued to deteriorate day by day. In addition, 
as faults developed in parts of the switching and 
transmission networks the level of switching loss also 
increased. Thus the effective call rate dropped and 
the number of repeated attempts jumped upwards placing 
further strains on the now overloaded common control 
equipment and trunk channels. 

Whilst the transmission systems held up well initially, 
by the second week the effect of failures started to 
show appreciably as spare capacity had by then already 
been used up. From then on, the number of working 
circuits decreased progressively. This was reflected 
in many sets of data gathered at the time. See, for 
example, Fig. 2. 

In instances where the charging equipment was performing 
normally (and this applied for the majority of trunk 
exchanges) the level of originating traffic was still 
at about the usual level, whilst the level of terminating 
trunk traffic would have been higher than usual. In 
areas where the trunk charging equipment had failed the 
originating trunk traffic was considerably higher than 
usual. (Note, most routes carrying long distance 
traffic comprise a mixture of uni-directional and 
bothway circuits. Higher than normal traffic in one 
direction therefore reduces the number of bothway 
circuits available for traffic being offered in the 
other direction, causing a deterioration in the grade 
of service for the latter). 

With the decreasing numbers of circuits, three factors 
were now at work to reduce the grade of service (ie. 
higher traffic levels, repeated call attempts, and a 
reduced number of working circuits). Statistical meter 
registrations and service assessment observations on 
1 ive traffic indicated a drastic deterioration in the 
overall effective call rate. Tables 1, 2 and 3 contain 
informative data about this. 

Table 2, for example, shows an increase in calls 
encountering plant congestion from a design ratio of 2% 
to a peak of 75.5%, and the effective call rate falling 
to 10.1 calls in a hundred. Table 3 shows an increase 
in route congestion from a usual value of about 2 hours 
per day (summed over all outgoing routes) to 17, 40, 71 
and 66 hours per day in successive weeks. This is 
reflected in steep increases in call attempts as 
measured by the route marker occupations. 
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TABLE 1 STATISTICAL METER READINGS -
PIER (PERTH) TERMINAL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE 

Class of Traffic 

Sampling 

Assessment Method 

Trunk originating (interstate 
and intrastate, including trunk 
calls placed via manual operators). 

Continuous 

RKR Trouble Recording Register 
(Ref. 3) 

PERIOD ROUTE SWITCHING 
(DAY/MONTH) CONGESTION (%) LOSS (%) 

22.6 - 9.7 1.3 0.8 
10.7 - 23.7 0.7 0.7 
24.7 - 6.8 1.6 1.5 

7.8 - 13.8 43.1 3.4 
14.8 - 22.8 50.0 3.7 
23.8 - 29.8 50.1 3.2 

30.8 - 8.7 3.2 1.5 
9.7-21.9 3.1 1.3 
22.9 - 9.10 1.4 1.3 

10.10-23.10 1.5 0.8 

TABLE 2 SERVICE ASSESSMENT (STD) - PERTH 

Sampl ing period 

Traffic Assessed 

PERIOD PLANT 
(DAY/MONTH) CONGESTION 

20.7 - 4.8 2.2 
7.8 - 16.8 66.7 
17.8 - 31.8 75.5 
1.9 - 13.9 2.3 
14.9-11.10 2.2 

0700 - 2130 hours 

STD traffic interstate 

SWITCH I NG EFFECTIVE 
(%) LOSS (%) CALLS (%) 

2.4 57.8 
3.6 15.8 
3.1 10.1 
2.1 49.2 
3.7 56.7 

It is interesting to observe from the last column of 
Table 3 that despite significantly higher than normal 
levels of traffic, link congestion in the switching 
machine (crossbar, full availabil ity) was virtually 
nil confirming the benefit of carefully distributing 
cir~uits on a traffic route as evenly as possible 
across all outlets. 

Customer Adaptation 

Due to the different time zones acr0SS Australia there 
is always a 1 imited portion of the day in which business 
calls can be made between Western Austral ia and the 
Eastern States. For the duration of the dispute, 
business customers were especially frustrated by the 
network congestion at both ends. 

At this stage, customers began adapting to the situation . 
Many business people amended their working hours to 
enable them to make telephone and telex calls at the 
normally off-peak periods. Social callers utilised the 
STD facility later into the night than usual, even if 
it was at some inconvenience to the called party. 

In total then, the daily traffic profile became much 
less peaky than normal. 

Traffic occupancy measurements taken at the time reveal 
a very marked change in the daily traffic profile for 
the final choice route carrying traffic originated in 
Western Australia and destined for subscribers in the 
Eastern States (Fig. 3). (The route concerned connects 
an originating trunk tandem with a primary trunk exchange. 
The nominal number of circuits on the route is 180 
accessed from a crossbar group selector with route 
availabil ity of 80). 
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TABLE 3 STATISTICAL METER READINGS - DAILY AVERAGES 
PERTH (ARM) AUTOMATIC TRUNK EXCHANGE 

WEEK OFFERED VARIATION CARRIED VARIATI ON ROUTE TIME ROUTE INTERNAL LI NK 
ENDING CALLS CALLS CONGESTION CONGESTION SWITCHING CONGESTION 

(HOURS) (%) LOSS (%) OCCURRENCES 

2 Aug. 133,000 - 130,000 - 2 0.7 0.02 1 
9 Aug. 174,000 +30% 157,000 +21% 17 8.0 0.60 8 

16 Aug. 288,000 +116% 157,000 +21% 40 34.4 1.2 5 
23 Aug. 236,000 + 77% 126,000 - 3% 71 36.2 5.6 0 
30 Aug. 222,000 + 66% 106,000 -18% 66 36.8 7.3 2 
6 Sept. 154,000 + 15% 149,000 +14% 5 2.1 0.34 1 

13 Sept. 143,000 + 7% 141,000 + 8% 2 0.3 0.24 2 

NOTE: ROUTE CONGESTION (%) - is the percentage of all calls entering this exchange which could not obtain 
a free outgoing traffic circuit. 

ROUTE TIME CONGESTION (HOURS) - is the total time period, accumulated over all outgoing routes, when 
all circuits on an individual route were in use. 

LINK CONGESTION OCCURRENCES - are those occasions when an incoming call could not obtain a free 
interconnecting link between the input and output switching stages of this exchange. 

Examination of the actual traffic, sampled at three 
minute intervals from a chart recording, revealed that 
the carried traffic for two separate hours on August 
11th reached 161E, and that the route was virtually 
fully occupied from 0900 to 2000 hours. That the 
carried traffic was limited by the available number of 
circuits is also confirmed by the extremely low variance 
within hourly periods. For example, in one of the busy 
hours, the variance-to-mean ratio was only 0.02. 

Some comparisons of traffic on August 11 with a 'normal' 
day in November and a peak day in the usual busy season 
(Christmas) can be noted from .Fig. 3(a) and in Table 4. 

Fig. 3(b) illustrates the dramatically different traffic 
profiles recorded on a Saturday and Sunday in August 
compared with typical patterns on a 'normal' weekend in 
November. 

Initially, with the abnormally low cost of trunk calls 
originated from Perth customers, the call holding times 
increased quite significantly. However, as early as 11 
August, congestion in subsequent links of the interstate 
network had caused a noticeable fall in the average 
holding time of trunk calls carried on the inter-tandem 
route depicted in Fig. 3. Typical average holding 
times of 158 seconds (day) and 280 seconds (night) 
dropped to 68 and 98 seconds respectively (Table 4). 
It can be assumed that this reflects a major change in 
the ratio of repeated call attempts, as also indicated 
in Table 3 by the change in the ratio of offered to 
carried calls from a usual value of 1.02 to a peak of2.09~ . 

180 

180 

140 

120 

TABLE 4 FINAL CHOICE INTERSTATE ROUTE FROM PERTH 

PERIOD BUSY HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME CALL HOLD TIME 
TRAFFI C (ERLANG HOURS) DAY NIGHT 

11 August 161 E 2210 68Secs 98Secs 

Normal 123 E 1270 158Secs 280Secs 

Christmas 129 E 1320 - -

Telex Utilisation 

With drastic levels of congestion in the telephone 
trunk network, the alternative of telex was given 
greater util isation by business people. In a short 
while however, the VFT systems and some common control 
equipment at telex exchanges began to fail and as these 
faults were not repaired, the telex network congestion 
increased dramatically. See Table 5. Calls originated 
from the Perth telex exchange, for example, met severe 
congestion for 15 consecutive days. As shown in Table 
6, the effective call rate fell from a usual ratio of 
about 69% to a recorded low of 32% for 15-18 August, 
but it is thought that even lower rates became common 
later On. 

At the same time, since faulty telex lines and teleprinter 
machines were not being repaired, the proportion of 
calls which could not be terminated increased continually, 
thus further reducing the effective call rate. 
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TABLE 5 SERVICE ,ASSESSMENT - SYDNEY TELEX EXCHANGE 
- Four-weekly averages 

Traffic assessed sample of all Telex calls 

PERIOD PLANT SWITCH I NG EFFECTIVE 
(DAY/MONTH) CONGESTION (%) LOSS (%) CALLS (%) 

22.6 - 19.7 4.7 1.0 75.5 
20 . 7 - 16.8 8.8 1.2 69 . 8 
17.8 - 13.9 19.5 6.2 57.2 
14.9 - 11. 10 6.0 0.8 71. 8 

NOTE: Effects of the dispute were felt for the period 
7-30 August. 

TABLE 6 SERVICE ASSESSMENT - PERTH TELEX EXCHANGE 
Sampl ing period 

Traffic assessed 

0830 - 1100, 1300 - 1500 hours 

Sample of all Telex calls 

PERIOD PLANT ABANDONED EFFECTIVE 
(DAY/MONTH) CONGESTION(%) CALLS (%) CALLS (%) 

22.6 - 19.7 4.4 4.2 68.9 
20.7 - 4.8 5.5 5.7 66.0 
7.8 - 11.8 3.5 9.8 65.6 
14.8 19.0 2.0 63.0 
15.8 - 18.8 49.8 9.0 32.0 
14.9 - 11.10 5.5 5.3 69.0 

NOTE: The Telex network was severely congested 
for the period 14-29 August 

Increase in Manually Handled Traffic 

Despite the higher cost of placing a trunk call with a 
manual operator, many customers naturally turned to 
this alternative in the face of the great difficulty of 
getting a call through the STD network. Levels of 
manually handled trunk traffic increased considerably 
placing an additional burden on the manual operators. 
This trend was most noticeable in New South Wales where 
the average daily manually handled trunk calls jumped 
from 54,900 to 67,600, a 23% change. I n other States 
the change was 8-10%. However, 'in Western Austral ia 
manual calls dropped 4% as a consequence of availability 
of 'free' STD calls for Perth customers. 

Impact on Directory Assistance 

It seems that many of the 'free' STD calls were to be 
directed to persons whose telephone number was not 
known to the caller, as the number of calls to 'other 
area' directory assistance jumped in those localities 
where the trunk charging equipment had failed. In 
Perth, for example, there was a change from 2465 calls 
per day in July to 3085 in August, a 25% increase. 
(The number of trunk calls originated in Perth increased 
42% in August compared with July). 

Customer Complaints 

With the great prevalence of faults in the network, the 
number of service assistance (complaint) calls increased 
significantly in most places, although perhaps not to 
the extent that one would have expected given the 
relatively poor standard of service. As shown in 
Table 7, the number of daily complaint calls in New 
South Wales and Queensland increased 22% and 17% 
respectively in August compared with July. 

TABLE 7 AVERAGE DAILY CALLS TO 'SERVICE ASSISTANCE' 

STATE OR CITY JULY AUGUST(VAR1AT10N) SEPTEMBER 

New South Wa 1 es 25380 31010 ( +22%) 27770 
Queensland 7580 8890 (+1 ]%) 7850 
West Austral ia 3910 3670 (- 6%) 3645 
Perth 3095 2909 (- 6%) 2887 
Canberra 675 480 (-29%) 800 

The fact that customers in Canberra and Perth went 
against the national trend is ' interesting. In the 
case of Perth this could be partly explained by the 
fact that customers in that city knew that STD calls 
were 'free' during August. Another factor could have 
been a sympathy and tolerance for the Administration in 
the know l edge that the situation could not be expected 
to improve until after the dispute was settled. 

It 
W 

It is helpful to look into this asp~ct of subscriber 
behaviour in more detail. We have taken data for the 
Brisbane and South Queensland region, but similar 
results were observed elsewhere. There were 410,000 
telephone stations in the region at the time. 

Normally, about 10 percent of service complaints relate 
to difficul t ies experienced with long distance calls. 
Expressed as technical assistance reports per 1000 
telephone stations per week, the level of such complaints 
is usually quite steady, as may be seen from t he 1977 
data displayed in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4 TRUNK TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REPORTS ORIGINATED BY 
BRISBANE CUSTOMERS 

In the first week of the dispute, trunk technical 
assistance reports leapt dramatically (350%) - see 
Fig. 4. Despite ever-increasing congestion and switching 
losses in the trunk network, subscri ber reports fell to 
somewhat lower levels in each of the following three 
weeks, indicating either a declining level of intolerance 
with the sub-standard service quality, or a realisation 
that reporting of faults would be unproductive . 

During the dispute period, trunk technical assistance 
reports represented about 25% of all service difficulty 
reports; well above the usual 10% level. 

A pronounced repercussion of the troubled situation in 
the trunk network was the sharp increase in the number 
of calls to the "trunk call enquiries" operators . This 
service enables customers to enquire about delays and 
inte~ruptions on national and international manual 
trunk calls, or to cancel booked calls. See Table 8. 

TABLE 8 AVERAGE DAILY CALLS TO 'TRUNK CALL ENQUIRIES ' 

STATE JULY AUGUST(VARIATION) SEPTEMBER 

Queensland 3975 6870 (+73%) 3885 
South Austral ia 1485 2655 (+79%) 1615 
West Austral ia 2050 3595 (+76%) 2200 
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The increase of about 75% in this type of enquiry call 
was uniform in all cities. It is interesting to compare 
this with the fact that nationally the number of 
successful trunk calls dropped slightly in August 
compared with July. 

Data Services 

In the case of data services, there are few alternatives 
when some part of the line or its modems become faulty, 
and the effects of the bans were very pronounced for 
computer users who normally rely on data lines. 

Impact of Electro-Mechanical Exchange Failures 

After about 10 days, faults developed in critical 
modules of the common control equipment in some of the 
main crossbar trunk switching exchanges. 

In the case of Brisbane, for example, the failure of 
the code analyser equipment jointly serving a 4-wire 
trunk exchange and a Terminating Trunk Tandem meant 
that these exchanges could not process terminating STD 
traffic. At that time, Brisbane had no other trunk 
switching exchange for terminating traffic so the 
effect of this one failure was calamitous for the 
people of that city and frustrating for callers from 
other cities. 

In Melbourne, which has two crossbar 4-wire trunk 
exchanges, on the day before the dispute ended half the 
markers were inoperative at each exchange. To compound 
matters, the failure of a supervisory pulse generator 
resulted in registers not being cleared down after use, 
and 25% of the registers were affected. 

In Sydney, a city of three million people, there are 
two co-located crossbar 4-wire trunk exchanges. For a 
period of 16 days in August one of these exchanges was 
totally out of commission ·, due to marker failures, and 
for the last 12 days of the dispute period the other 
could not direct incoming traffic to Sydney destinati9ns, 
or transit switch calls to other trunk exchanges if 
number length analysis was required. (This was caused 
by a ruptured fuse in the code analyser rack). To 
compound matters, several broadband bearer systems 
which would normally carry heavy traffic loads failed -
ego Sydney - Melbourne, Sydney - Orange and Sydney to 
the overseas gateway exchange. " The ·effect of · these, 
and other fai lures in the Austral ian network can be 
readily seen in Table 9, in which are listed daily 
service assessment results for trunk traffic originated 
in Sydney as monitored at the originating stage of all 
Sydney terminal exchanges (Table 9(a», and at the 
inlets of the working· part of the remaining crossbar 
trunk exchange (Table 9(b». One may see from Table 
9(a) (ii) that typical values for the sum of plant 
congestion and switching loss were in the 50-60% range, 
with a peak of 64%, compared with the 5% target. The 
effective STD call rate plunged from a normal level of 
about 61-63% to values suc~ as 5%, with a low of 1.5%. 
(The day to day variability in measurement results is 
due to the relatively small daily samples and the 
localised nature of trunk route failures). 

On 24 August a sample of 1600 calls originating from 
Sydney terminal exchanges (ie. local and trunk traffic) 
showed 2.9% of calls meeting plant congestion, 7.0% 
suffering switching loss, ~ total of ~.9%, the normal 
value being about 2.0%. The effective call rate was 
55.6% - the normal value is about 65-67%. · See Table 10. 

TABLE 10 SERVICE ASSESSHENT (LOCAL AND STD) - SYDNEY 

- Measured at originating stage of all Sydney terminal 
exchanges. 

24 AUGUST USUAL 
SAMPLE VALUE 

Plant Congestion 2.9% 0.3 - 0.6% 

Switching Loss 7.0% 1. 4 - 1. 6% 

Abandoned Calls 6.9% 6 - 7% 

Effective Calls 55.6% 65 - 67% 
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TABLE 9 SERVICE ASSESSMENT (STD) - SYDNEY 
Traffic assessed: STD - intrastate and interstate 

(a) Measured at originating stage of terminal exchanges 

-(i) Four-weekly averages 

PERIOD PLANT SWITCH I NG EFFECTIVE 
(DAY/MONTH) CONGESTI ON (%) LOSS (%) CALLS (%) 

22.6 - 19.7 1.1 4.4 54.7 
20.7 - 16.8 9.0 9.0 45.3 
17.8 - 13.9 9.2 22.0 28.3 
14.9 - 11.10 2.8 4.3 56.6 

-(ii) Daily measurements during August 

DATE PLANT SWITCHING ABANDONED EFFECTIVE 
CONGESTION (%) LOSS (%) CALLS (%) CALLS (%) 

]5 19.8 9.5 10.3 42.2 
16 35.7 14.3 17.9 17.9 
17 27.2 16.0 12.3 18.5 
18 13.2 44.1 10.3 1.5 
21 6.2 50.8 23.1 4.6 
22 9.9 54.3 13.6 4.9 
23 10.5 49.5 18.9 5.3 
24 15.6 34.4 18.8 14.1 

(b) Measured at input stage of ARM trunk exchange 

- Daily measurements over worst period in August 

DATE PLANT SWITCHING ABANDONED EFFECTIVE 
CONGESTION (%) LOSS (%) CALLS (%) CALLS (%) 

22 17.8 46.6 24.7 5.5 
23 11.7 57.8 26.2 2.4 
24 25.2 42.3 24.4 4.1 . 

Comparing Tables 9 and 10 it can be seen that the 
network failures caused a far greater inconvenience to 
long distance customers than to those whose calls 
remained in the local calling area. Evidence of repeated 
call attempts for trunk traffic is to be found in the 
form of an increase in the proportion of trunk call 
attempts to total call attempts from a usual value (in 
Sydney) of about 6.5% to 11 % in mid to late August. 

Impact of SPC Trunk Exchange Failures 

At the time of the dispute there were 4 large SPC trunk 
exchanges in operation in Australia. Whereas the 
Melbourne and Bendigo SPC exchanges remained in operation 
throughout, those at Sydney and Adelaide were out of 
service for a considerable time, causing severe disruption 
to large volumes of originating, terminating and transit 
trunk traffic. 

The Adelaide SPC trunk exchange was unavailable for 
manual assistance traffic for 8 days and the whole 
exchange was switched off for 5 days to prevent further 
over~heating of the central processor resulting from a 
problem with the air-conditioning system. The effect 
at the time of such extended outages, coupled with 
failures elesewhere,was acute as this is the primary 
trunk exchange for the State of South Australia. The 
number of STD and international calls, originated from 
the Adelaide region, fell 14% and 34% respectively in 
August compared with July. 

During the worst week in August, Technical Assistance 
calls to the service difficulties operators reached 7.6 
reports per thousand telephone stations per week compared 
with a normal level of about 2.8; a rise of 170%. 
Important factors in limiting the number of complaint 
calls were (a) the application of informative recorded 
voice announcements on inoperative traffic routes, and 
(b) a special manual assistance facility was set up to 
handle urgent trunk traffic. 
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Resulting from a failure in a power rectifier, the 
Sydney SPC trunk exchange had to be shut down on 18 
August and remained out of service until the evening of 
29 August - a period of llt days. 

Due to other problems this exchange was unable to 
handle ISO traffic for 18 days and manual assistance 
traffic for 20 days. As ISO traffic from Brisbane, 
Canberra and Perth, in addition to Sydney was being 
routed to this particular exchange at the time, the 
failure removed the ISO facility for more than half of 
the nation's ISO customers. 

Table 11 illustrates the perseverance displayed by ISO 
subscribers in one city (Perth) where call attempts 
escalated to about 400% of the normal level. 

TABLE 11 ISD WEEKLY CALL ATTEMPTS - PERTH 
- Recorded from statistical meters on registers which 

transit-switch ISO calls from Perth customers 

WEEK ENDING CALL ATTEMPTS 

-12 July 7820 
19 July 8290 
26 July 6900 

8 August 15050 
16 August 27215 
23 August 27920 
30 August 17810 

6 September 29070 
13 September 8390 
20 September 8190 

NOTES: Significant congestion occurred from about 6 August. 
From 18 to 29 August no ISO calls would have been 
successful. Network was restored on 30 August. 

As the Sydney transit exchange for ISO traffic was 
unavailable for the period 11-29 August none of the 
70,000 call attempts over this period could have been 
successful. Callers would have received a tone indicating 
that their call was unsuccessful, but no voice announcement 
was provided to explain that the Sydney exchange was 
out of order. Although the normal ratio of repeated 
call attempts for ISO calls is not known precisely, the 
ratio must have jumped by about 500% in the week 17-23 
August. It is est imated that the 27,920 attempts in 
that week would have reduced to approximately 3,300 if 
there had been no call losses. 

As an observation on subscriber behaviour it is of 
special interest to note that in some States the level 
of outgoing international traffic increased in September 
compared with July by an amount quite comparable to 
the call attempts which did not succeed in August. 
Table 11, for example, shows that an exceptionally 
large number of call attempts were made immediately 
after the network was restored (week ending September 
6). This data provides evidence to support the theory 
that in periods of transitory congestion much traffic 
is postponed rather than being lost completely. 

Transfer of Traffic to Telegrams 

Because of the inherent difficulties of making trunk 
telephone calls and telex calls, the Australian public 
increased significantly their patronage of the telegram 
service. Although the number of circuits in the 
public telegram service network did reduce during the 
period of the dispute due to failures of carrier systems, 
an increased volume of traffic was able to be carried 
due to the manually controlled store and forward method 
of operation and the fact that some spare traffic 
carrying capacity did exist due to a previous decline 
in telegram patronage. 
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TABLE 12 TELEGRAMS LODGED - DAILY AVERAGES 

STATE JULY AUGUST(VARIATION) SEPTEMBER 

New South Wales 9190 12140 (+32%) 9190 
Victoria 5080 6120 (+20%) 5040 
West Austral ia 2760 3100 (+12%) 2650 

Table 12 illustrates that the increased util isation of 
telegrams varied from State to State, depending perhaps 
on the degree of unavailability of trunk telephone and 
telex facilities between particular origins and destin
ations. 

The actual progressive build-up in daily telegram 
traffic handled by one city telegraph office (Perth) is 
illustrated in Table 13. The subsequent decline in 
traffic to normal levels after the end of the dispute 
is apparent. 

TABLE 13 - TELEGRAMS LODGED AND DELIVERED - PERTH 

PERIOD OAI LY AVERAGE 

23-29 July 2325 
6-12 August 2235 
13-19 August 2665 
20-26 August 2980 
27-31 August 2830 
3-9 Sept. 2225 
10-16 Sept. 2135 

The particular difficulties in getting a through 
connection by telephone or telex to overseas countries 
were reflected in an upsurge in overseas telegrams. 
Daily averages were: 

July 
August 
September 
October 

4735 
5110 (+ 8%) 
4765 
4740 

End of Dispute and Restoration of Service 

On the afternoon of 29 August members of the Union 
lifted their bans in most parts of Australia. Within a 
few hours the SPC trunk exchanges in Sydney and Adelaide 
which had been shut down for days were brought back 
into service. With impressive speed faulty items in 
other exchanges were repaired. Transmission bearers 
were repaired and the traffic carrying capacity of the 
network was soon restored to its former level. 

The repairing of faulty business telephone and telex 
services was somewhat more protracted due to the volume 
involved and the labour intensive nature of the repair 
work. As a result, Brisbane and Adelaide subscribers, 
for example,continued to lodge a higher than normal 
level of technical assistance reports until three 
weeks after the end of the dispute . 

Recovery Phase 

It is interesting to observe for the collection of 
interstate STD routes encompassed by Fig. 2 that on 30 
August the traffic climbed rapidly and exceeded the 
pre-dispute average daily traffic volume by 27%. 
During the next few days STD traffic declined from this 
interim peak and by 5 September had stabilised once 
more at the normal level. This confirms that the 
jnfluence to a system caused by a failure remains 
although the failure has been removed (Ref. 4). It has 
been noted from the source data for Fig. 2 that the 
duration of the recovery phase (29 August to 4 September) 
was virtually identical to the length of time in which 
the traffic routes concerned were carrying less than 
their normal daily conversation traffic (ie 24 to 29 
August) . 

Service assessment measurements which are taken daily 
(Ref. 3), revea I ed a higher than norma I I eve I of 
congestion loss and switching loss for STD traffic for 
a period ranging from 1-2 weeks in most cases to 4-6 
weeks in some instances. 
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The intolerance displ .ayed by users to these continuing 
faults is duly evident from Fig. 4 which is a weekly 
record of trunk technical assistance reports lodged by 
Brisbane customers. It was not until the week ending 
20 September that these reports had fallen to the level 
existing at July 26. 

The somewhat protracted delay in reducing switching 
loss back to its normal level was probably due to an 
accumulation of many faults over the previous 3-4 
weeks. At the time of the dispute it would have been 
difficult to locate individual faults as the high 
levels of total congestion and switching loss would 
have limited the usefulness of most conventional 
f~ult-finding techniques (eg. traffic route testers). 

Some Outcomes 

After a settlement to the dispute had been reached 
management introduced modifications to the pulse 
generators and comparitors associated with the charging 
function on STD calls to prevent a repetition of the 
circumstances in which a large number of customers had 
been able to obtain trunk calls for the price of a 
local call. 

Management has been investigating ways in which to 
render other parts of the telecommunications system 
less susceptible to equipment failures with a view to 
avoiding such large-scale disruptions of service in 
future. 

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 

It is of interest to know whether the period of sustained 
disruption and relatively poor standard of service for 
long distance calls caused · any long term drop in trunk 
traffic. A close examination of data for all six 
Australian States has revealed that the disruption 
seemed not to have interrupted the usual trunk call 
growth pattern. The daily trunk calling rate in 
September was higher in all States than in July. 

Impact on STD Penetration 

Whilst the proportion of subscriber dialled national 
trunk calls fell from 88% in July to 86% in August, by 
September the proportion was marginally ahead of July. 
Thus, the conclusion can be made that even such a 
relatively poor standard of service as existed in 
August 1978 was not sufficient to induce a sustained 
preference for placing long distance calls with a 
manual operator. 

In the case of the Perth metropol itan area, where users 
had the opportunity throughout August to make unit fee 
STD trunk calls, the proportion of subscriber-dialled 
calls increased from 84% in July to 87% in August. In 
September, the proportion was more than 1 percentage 
point above the July level, and in subsequent months 
the gains for that city were significantly higher than 
the national average. 

Impact on Applications for New Services 

Although some of the bans imposed by the Union were 
specificalfy directed against business subscribers, for 
the nation as a whole, the level of applications for 
new telephone services lodged by business subscribers 
was virtually unchanged in August, compared with July 
or September. For non-business subscribers the applic
ations were down 1% in August compared with July. The 
level picked up in September to be 2.4% above July, but 
the long term growth trend did not fully resume until 
October. Nevertheless, there were significant differences 
between the 6 States in these i nd i ca tors. It wou 1 d 
appear that the dispute had a minor but variable effect 
in delaying a potential customer's decision to apply 
for a new telephone service. 

In the case of telex, the dispute dampened demand for 
new services quite significantly, and in most States 
this carried over into September as well. On the other 
hand, the number of telex services that were cancelled 
in August was well down on the previous and succeeding 
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months. It has therefore been concluded that the 
dispute did influence the decisions of potential and 
existing telex customers. 

SOME SUGGESTIONS TO REDUeE THE IMPACT OF DISRUPTIONS 

It is necessary to state at the outset that due to the 
great differences which exist from one network to 
another, it is not feasible to be very specific in 
making recommendations. Those given below could, 
however, be considered. 

1. Reliability theory indicates that for terrestrial 
transmission paths the longer the route distance 
the greater is the probability of failure in a 
specified time period. For long distance routes 
then, in order to minimise the effects of failures 
on trunk traffic capacity, it is desirable to 
spread each major traffic parcel over several 
transmission bearers, preferably terminating at 
each end on more than one trunk exchange. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

On the other hand, a single large sized traffic 
group is more efficient, in terms of the circuits 
required to carry a given traffic load at a specified 
grade of service, than several smaller traffic 
groups. Thus the traditional objectives of optimum 
traffic efficiency and minimum cost may have to be 
foregone to achieve higher reliability. 

In the absence of normal maintenance, trunk exchanges, 
both electro-mechanical and SPC, generally retained 
most of their traffic capacity for at least 10 
days. From then on some rather significant 
failures of common control equipment did occur. 

Use of load sharing principles (distributed control 
structure with some redundancy) as recommended by 
Mori and Teramura (Ref. 4), is therefore supported 
to improve availability and minimise service 
degradation. Designs which allow important portions 
of an exchange to become unusable in the event of 
the failure cif a single controlling component or 
module should be modified to obviate this possibility. 

As we would intuitively suspect, the single item 
which impinges most on the vulnerability of an 
exchange, ~r transmission repeater station, is the 
power supply. Whilst a cost penalty would be 
incurred, various strategies are available to 
reduce the probabil ity of significant loss of 
power. (Ref. 5) 

Whereas most telecommunications equipment will 
operate satisfactorily in normal ambient room 
temperatures, special cooling is required for some 
modules. Various strategies are open to equipment 
designers to reduce this vulnerability and further 
possibilities are open to the planning engineer in 
choice of building design and equipment layout in 
the switching room. 

Naturally, equipment can be expected to operate 
satisfactorily for a longer period if it is designed 
for normally-unattended operation. The more 
frequent the need for routine operating procedures 
or maintenance then the sooner will the equipment 
fail in the absence of that attention. 

In most communities, the greatest proportion of 
calls is destined to flow within the local calling 
area, whilst the probability of overloading and/or 
failure is higher in long distance networks. It 
seems advisable therefore to be quite careful in 
the types of techniques used to limit originating 
traffic in temporarily overloaded networks. 

In times of overload, the application of informative 
recorded voice announcements on important routes 
and manually operated services, in lieu of the 
normal congestion tone, has much to recommend it. 
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8. The proportion of bothway to uni-directional 
circuits on a route linking two nodes can be 
varied at the discretion of the planning engineer. 
The higher the pr9portion of bothway circuits, the 
greater the potential degradation of the grade-of
service for calls in one direction due to overloading 
from the other direction. 

9. As a general principle, network design using 
alternative routing is still to be favoured. 
Whilst with alternative routing, the second and 
later choice routes are quite susceptible to 
overloading, a network solely comprised of routes 
dimensioned for a fixed grade of service is much 
more expensive. However, if the various alternative 
routes are carried on a common bearer · then a 
failure of that bearer will be just as catastrophic 
as if alternative routing had not been used. It 
is desirable to combine alternative routing with 
route diversity. 

10. The opportunity should be taken to gather as much 
factual quantitative data as possi"ble in times of 
network overload. This can be invaluable in 
enabling experience to be utilised to future 
advantage. The quantitative data reported in this 
paper were mostly obtained from standard internal 
records without incurring additional cost. 

Data gathering systems should themselves be designed 
for reliable operation and so as to give meaningful 
results even in times of network overload. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented detailed observations made on 
the Australian long-distance telecommunications network 
during a 4-week period in 1978 during which time the 
network was operating in an abnorma·l state. This was 
due to bans placed on the performance of certain types 
of work by the Union which is mainly responsible for 
the maintenance and operation of the telecommunications 
system. 

Due to extensive failures and some shut-downs of switching 
machines, bearers, power suppl ies and air-conditioning 
plant, the traffic carrying capacity of the network was 
cut drastically. As a consequence the levels of congestion 
encountered by STD callers were as high as 50-60% and 
when other losses were taken into account the effective 
call rate for STD fell in some cities to less than 10 
calls in a hundred (Tables 2 and 9). Customers displayed 
great persistence with average repeated call attempt 
rates typically rising 100% and in one instance as much 
as 500% (Tables 3 and 11). 

Trunk traffic to manual operator services leapt consider
ably, and taken in conjunction with the marked reduction 
in traffic channels, placed a heavy burden on manual 
operators. 

Patronage of the public telegram service increased 
markedly, despite the much higher cost of a telegram 
compared with a long distance telephone call or telex 
message. (Table 12). 

Transfer of traffic from telephone to telex was also 
quite marked, but was eventually constrained by the 
high levels of congestion in the telex network. 
(Tables 5 and 6) 

In some city and rural localities, malfunction of the 
charging equipment enabled long distance STD calls to 
be made at unit fee. In one city" measurements of 
daily traffic volume showed a leap of 110% and would no 
doubt have been higher had more circuits been available 
(Figs. 2 and 3) . . At the time, and in subsequent 
months, the proportion of subscriber- dialled trunk 
calls at such places increased compared with the pre
dJspute level, presumably as a result of increased 
customer familiarity with STD. 
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The number of service assistance calls (especially In 
the trunk call technical assistance category) increased 
significantly in most localities (Tables 7 and 8). 
Generally, complaints peaked early In the period and 
then progressively declined despite the worsening 
service quality (Fig. 4.). 

The high levels of congestion which existed for up to 3 
weeks, did not cause a subsequent reduction in the long 
distance trunk calling rate. 

Whilst there Is a natural tendency to cease taking 
traffic and other measurements during periods of major 
disruption to a telecommunications system in the belief 
that non-typical measurements will not be useful, the 
authors recommend that as much measurement data as 
possible be gathered at such times in order to assist 
with subsequent analysis of effects and for possible 
use in planning to minimise the impact of such disruptions 
in the future. 

It has been conclusively demonstrated that a long 
distance network Is particularly susceptible if normal 
maintenance and operational tasks are not carried out, 
and the paper therefore suggests some design and planning 
strategies to reduce this vulnerability. 
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